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Fushi technique of taoism is that the Taoist prevents and treats the disease , 
keep physically and mentally healthy through absorbing food , medicine , qi , 
magic figures etc. , so that all means , method , knowledge used to become the 
immortal.It include diet , taking medicine , respiration , taking magic figures , 
stopping diet，and so on, they are very special technique that keep in good health. 
The key element of Fushi technique is the essential concrete embodiment of 
Fushi technique, including the respects , such as knowledge , technical ability , 
utensil ,etc.. Fushi knowledge is theory achievement and guidelines of Fushi. 
Fushi technical ability is the application ability of Fushi. Fushi utensil is the 
supplementary means of Fushi. Taoist uses Fushi utensil to operate Fushi 
rationally under the guidance of Fushi knowledge to maintain long life. The 
relation among diet , taking medicine , respiration , taking magic figures and 
stopping diet is independent and complementary, they all serve to keep in good 
health for Taoist. The raw materials of Taoism diet are abundant , its cooking 
skill is various, and Taoism diet pay attention to the taboo. It has the 
characteristics : complying with the nature, being combined with the medicine, 
the meat and vegetables being matched.It is a strange flower in the motherland 
cooking culture. The crafts in collection , preservation , preparation , 
compatibility , taking ,etc. of the animal medicine and plant medicine of Taoism 
are very exquisite . Elixir has irreplaceable status in the Fushi technique of 
taoism, their refining and taking sequence include: choosing the companion, 














materials , refining , taking medicine,etc.. The characteristic of elixir is distinct: 
Its experience achievement has reflected the historical accumulation of 
technique.It reflect the world view of Taoism. It contains religious belief 
compositions too. Absorbing qi include swallowing air and inhaling primordial 
qi, the two are inseparable in fact. It is a kind of breath exercise method. It pays 
attention to resting, that can prevent and treat the disease to a certain extent . 
Taking magic figures has profound and secret religion color , but its gradual 
progress has shown the development of Taoism's medical science and changes of 
social life clearly. The Taoist priest comes to stopping diet through taking 
medicine , qi , water , stone ,etc. Its thought quintessence lies in choosing the 
food and controlling the appetite cautiously. The value of Fushi technique not 
only includes keeping in good health , but also ethics.It is deeply concerned 
about human life and ecological naturally one, there are important reference 
meanings up to the present. The far-reaching reason of Fushi technique, still lies 
in it can upgrade oneself. Fushi technique is being developed and developed 
constantly: from taking the animal medicine and plant medicine to taking metal 
and stone medicine and elixir ,from taking diet to stoping diet, from swallowing 
air to inhaling primordial qi, from taking magic figures to taking medical figures. 
The reason of Fushi technical development lies in : the contradiction between the 
purpose of Fushi technique and the function of Fushi technique, the interdynamic 
of Fushi technological succession and Fushi technological innovation, and 
changes of the social demand. The development of Fushi technique of Taoism 
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物理学奖得主丹麦尼尔斯·玻尔（Niels Henrik David Bohr，1885-1962）、
1949 年诺贝尔物理学奖获得者日本汤川秀树（1907-1981）、美国科学院院
士、物理学会主席、哲学学会副主席约翰·惠勒（John Wheeler，1911- ）、
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